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The idea of extra dimensions is not new.

Kaluza & Klein
In 1919 the mathematician Kaluza was working with Einstein’s
equations for general relativity.
He discovered that if he put the equations in 5 dimensions, and
made the extra dimension a small circle, then what came out
in 4 dimensions was ordinary general relativity plus Maxwell’s
equations (!).
The theoretical physicist Klein (of Klein-Gordon equation fame)
is credited with inventing the idea that the extra dimensions
could be physically real but curled up very small.
[The tower of excitations of particles in extra dimensions are called Kaluza-

Klein (or KK) modes – more in a bit.]

String theory
String theory is only consistent in 26 dimensions (for bosonic
string) or 10 dimensions (for superstring, with fermions and
bosons) or maybe 11 dimensions (for supergravity).
The extra dimensions beyond our 3+1 are presumably rolled or
folded up very small, so we can’t see them.
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The “modern age” of extra-dimensional theories started in 1998:

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos & Dvali (ADD) proposed a “solu-
tion” of the hierarchy problem: that the scale of quantum gravity
is a TeV, not 1018 GeV ∼ MPl (!)

How could this be possible?

If there are δ new extra dimensions with size R, then below the
scale R the gravitational force law changes from 1/r2 to 1/r2+δ!
This is just Gauss’s law in more than 3 space dimensions: the
gravitational field lines have more room to spread out:
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But: how to make gravity strong?
G’N = 1/MP

2 ∼ GF ⇒ MP ∼ 1 TeV

More precisely, from Gauss’s law:

Amazing as it is, but no one has tested 
Newton’s law to distances less than  
∼1 mm (as of 1998) or 0.15 mm (2002)
Therefore, large spatial extra 
dimensions compactified at a sub-
millimeter scale are, in principle, 
allowed!
If this is the case, gravity can be ~1038

times stronger than what we think!

Large Extra DimensionsLarge Extra Dimensions
Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali 
(1998): there could be large extra 
dimensions that only gravity feels!
What about Newton’s law?

Ruled out for flat extra dimensions, 
but has not been ruled out for 
compactified extra dimensions:
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Get a relation between the true higher-dimensional Planck scale
M∗ and our four-dim apparent Planck scale MPl ' 1018 GeV:

M2
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∗ Rδ
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Let’s set M∗ ' TeV and see how big R should be.

δ = 1 → R ∼ 1013 cm = 108 km
Ruled out – we’ve measured the gravitational 1/r2 force law well
on those scales!

δ = 2 → R ∼ 0.1–1 mm

A very interesting range!

Being probed by current

direct gravity measure-

ments.

“2 extra dimensions” band →

δ = 6 → R ∼ 0.1 fm
This gives 10 total dimensions ( = # wanted by superstrings).
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But what about Standard Model (non-gravitational) physics?

We’ve probed distance scales down to 0.01 fm with colliders

(1 fm ' size of a proton; corresponds roughly to 1 GeV energy scale)

SM particles can’t propagate in the large extra dimensions.

SM must “live on a brane”: particles confined to a 3+1-dim

“surface” in the higher-dimensional space, which is no bigger

than about 1/TeV.

This picture is called ADD [after the authors] or large extra dimen-

sions.
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ADD phenomenology

The δ extra dimensions are compactified – have finite radius R
A particle propagating in such a space has its momentum in the
compactified direction(s) quantized: just like particle-in-a-box.

δ = 1: E(n) = p(n) = 2π/λ(n) = 2πn/L = n/R [definition of R = L/2π]

In this case the particles are relativistic, so E ∝ p instead of p2 – for δ = 1

the energy levels are evenly spaced E ∝ n (where n is the mode number).

A 4-dim observer will see the excited states as massive parti-
cles, with mass fixed by the quantized momentum in the extra
dimension. Linear spacing of levels, M(n) = n/R.

δ = 2: E(n1,n2) =
√

(p(n1))2 + (p(n2))2 =
√

(n1/R1)
2 + (n2/R2)

2

For common R1 = R2 = R, spacing [degeneracy] is:

0 [1], 1/R [2],
√

2/R [1], 2/R [2], etc.

Energy spacing is 1/R ∼ 1 meV – 100 MeV (for δ = 2 to 6)
Very dense spacing: Huge multiplicity; can’t resolve modes.
Each KK graviton couples with 1/MPl strength; sum over huge
number of modes makes cross sections respectable at energies
near M∗.
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Two types of collider signal processes:

1. Produce a KK graviton, which escapes from our brane
Monojet + missing energy signature

pp → g G(n), q G(n) E.g.:
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Collider Signatures for 
Large Extra Dimensions

Kaluza-Klein gravitons couple to the 
energy-momentum tensor, and therefore 
contribute to most of the SM processes
For Feynman rules for GKK see:

Han, Lykken, Zhang, PR D59, 105006 
(1999)
Giudice, Rattazzi, Wells, Nucl. Phys. B544, 
3 (1999)

Since graviton can propagate in the bulk, 
energy and momentum are not conserved
in the GKK emission from the point of view 
of our 3+ 1 space-time
Depending on whether the GKK leaves our 
world or remains virtual, the collider 
signatures include single photons/Z/ jets 
with missing ET or fermion/vector boson 
pair production
Graviton emission: direct sensitivity to the 
fundamental Planck scale MD
Virtual effects: sensitive to the ultraviolet 
cutoff MS, expected to be ~ MD (and likely 
<  MD)
The two processes are complementary

Real Graviton Emission
Monojets at hadron colliders

GKK

gq

q GKK

gg

g

Single VB at hadron or e+e- colliders

GKK

GKK

GKK
GKK

V

V
V V

Virtual Graviton Emission  
Fermion or VB pairs at hadron or e+e- colliders

V

V

GKKGKK
f

ff

f

Because we don’t have a quantum theory of gravity, we don’t
really know how to calculate near the cutoff M∗ of the theory.
Leads to some uncertainty in prediction for high-energy cross
section: 1842 Research Notes from Collaborations

   

Figure 1. Integrated cross section
∫
Ecut

T
(dσ/dET ) dET for the extra-dimensions processes leading

to the production of a jet of transverse energy ET in association with missing energy, in the case
of four extra dimensions and for various values of MD . The hatched regions correspond to regions
in the (Ecut

T , MD) plane where no model-independent prediction is possible (cf section 2.4 for
details).

for δ = 4 as a function of the cut on the jet transverse energy. For each value of MD , the upper
curve shows the cross section while the lower one shows the softly truncated cross section. For
Ecut

T = 1 TeV, the two curves disagree if MD = 4 TeV but the agreement improves with larger
values of MD: therefore in this case the minimal value of MD for which model-independent
prediction is possible is approximately 5 TeV.

3. Study

3.1. Generation

All the signals studied here have been generated using the ISAJET implementation of the
extra-dimension process with the default set of structure functions (CTEQ3L [8]). Each
signal sample consists of 60 000 events generated in p

jet,γ
T bins and reweighted. Most of

the background samples have been generated in the same way with ISAJET and contain each
300 000 events.

3.2. Detector simulation

The ATLAS detector is a general-purpose experiment at the LHC whose features and
performance are described in [9]. Its main features with respect to this analysis are:
a full-coverage hadronic calorimetry up to |η| < 4.9 for accurate jet and missing

from Vacavant & Hinchliffe,

J. Phys. G 27, 1839 (2001)
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pp → g G(n), q G(n)

Monojet + missing energy sig-

nature

Signal feature: tail at high pmiss
T

plot for LHC from Vacavant & Hinchliffe,

J. Phys. G 27, 1839 (2001)

Research Notes from Collaborations 1845

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of the missing transverse energy in background events and in signal events
after the selection and for 100 fb−1. The contribution of the three main kinds of background is
shown as well as the distribution of the signal for several values of (δ, MD).

4.4. Signal significance

After a typical cut "ET > 1 TeV, the number of remaining background events are shown in
table 1, while the number of signal events and the statistical significances are shown in table 2.

To estimate the conservative significance, the ratio between the background, dominated by
the jZ(νν) events, and the calibration sample has been studied by simulating and applying a
basic selection on jZ(→ ee) events. For triggering we required one jet of at least 50 (100) GeV
at low (high) luminosity within the trigger acceptance (|η| < 3.2) and two isolated electrons
of at least 15 (20) GeV within |η| < 2.5. The invariant mass of the two electrons is required
to lie in mZ ± 10 GeV. Assuming that the jZ(→ µµ) sample can also be used, the calibration
sample is approximately a factor of seven smaller than the background sample. We therefore
used Smin = S/

√
7B as the conservative statistical estimator.

4.5. Sensitivity

The maximum reach in MD is shown in figure 3 as a function of the cut on the jet ET (∼ "ET ).
The estimators Smin and Smax are shown and in both cases a 5-sigma significance and at least
100 signal events are required. For two extra dimensions, it can be seen that some sensitivity
could be gained by loosening the cut on "ET below the 1 TeV cut we applied. However, the
background in this region is less under control.

Limits from CDF Run II

monojet search (1.1 fb−1)

Data agrees with SM

δ = 2 → MD > 1.33 TeV

· · ·
δ = 6 → MD > 0.88 TeV

diagram from Beauchemin,

talk at SUSY’06 conference

2222

Limit from Limit from monojet monojet search on search on 
Large Extra Dimension (ADD)Large Extra Dimension (ADD)

n MD (TeV/c2)
(K=1.3)

R(mm)

2 > 1.33 < 0.27
3 > 1.09 < 3.1 x 10-6

4 > 0.99 < 9.9 x 10-9

5 > 0.92 < 3.2 x 10-10

6 > 0.88 < 3.1 x 10-11

EEöött--Wash limit: Wash limit: RR < 1.3 < 1.3 ×× 1010--11 mmmm
((nn=2)=2)
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Two types of collider signal processes:

2. Produce a pair of SM particles via exchange of a KK graviton

pp → G(n) → ff̄ , gg E.g.:

SSI 2004 Greg Landsberg, Searching for Extra Dimensions at the Tevatron 6

Collider Signatures for 
Large Extra Dimensions

Kaluza-Klein gravitons couple to the 
energy-momentum tensor, and therefore 
contribute to most of the SM processes
For Feynman rules for GKK see:

Han, Lykken, Zhang, PR D59, 105006 
(1999)
Giudice, Rattazzi, Wells, Nucl. Phys. B544, 
3 (1999)

Since graviton can propagate in the bulk, 
energy and momentum are not conserved
in the GKK emission from the point of view 
of our 3+ 1 space-time
Depending on whether the GKK leaves our 
world or remains virtual, the collider 
signatures include single photons/Z/ jets 
with missing ET or fermion/vector boson 
pair production
Graviton emission: direct sensitivity to the 
fundamental Planck scale MD
Virtual effects: sensitive to the ultraviolet 
cutoff MS, expected to be ~ MD (and likely 
<  MD)
The two processes are complementary

Real Graviton Emission
Monojets at hadron colliders

GKK

gq

q GKK

gg

g

Single VB at hadron or e+e- colliders

GKK

GKK

GKK
GKK

V

V
V V

Virtual Graviton Emission  
Fermion or VB pairs at hadron or e+e- colliders

V

V

GKKGKK
f

ff

f

Broad excess in high-invariant-mass Drell-Yan cross section
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CDF Search for Virtual 
Graviton Effects

Mee = 371 GeVee

CDF

Many many gravitons – no resonance.

Plot is CDF search in e+e− invariant

mass:

Data agrees with SM.

Limits from DØ:

δ = 2 → MD > 1.67 TeV

· · ·
δ = 6 → MD > 1.14 TeV

LHC should be sensitive up to MD ' 10 TeV.
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Constraints on ADD: Astrophysics provides some stringent con-
straints on the fundamental scale M∗ as a function of the number
of extra dimensions δ.

Particle Physics Probes Of Extra Spacetime Dimensions 27
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Figure 5: The angular distribution of “data” at the LHC from Drell-Yan production of the first
graviton KK excitation with m1 = 1.5 TeV and 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The stacked
histograms represent the Standard Model contributions, and gg and qq̄ initiated graviton production
as labeled. The curve shows the expected distribution from a spin-1 resonance. From (36).

δ

2 3 4 5

Supernova Cooling (68) 30 2.5
Cosmic Diffuse γ-Rays:

Cosmic SNe (69) 80 7
νν̄ Annihilation (71) 110 5
Re-heating (72) 170 20 5 1.5
Neutron Star Halo (73) 450 30

Overclosure of Universe (71) 6.5/
√

h
Matter Dominated Early Universe (75) 85 7 1.5
Neutron Star Heat Excess (73) 1700 60 4 1

Table 5: Summary of constraints on the fundamental scale MD in TeV from astrophysical and
cosmological considerations as discussed in the text.

Astro numbers are
rough: depend on
scheme for calculating
near cutoff M∗!

Compare LHC and ILC reach in M∗ [TeV]
From monojet/mono-photon: From s-channel G(n):
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Figure 1: Distribution of the ratio of the photon energy to the beam energy for single photon events
at LEP with

√
s=183 GeV. The data and expectations from the Standard Model for this reaction

are indicated as labeled. The effect of real graviton production with six extra spatial dimensions
and MD = 0.4 TeV is also shown. From (19).

e+e− → γ + Gn 2 4 6

LC P−,+ = 0 5.9 3.5 2.5
LC P− = 0.8 8.3 4.4 2.9
LC P− = 0.8, P+ = 0.6 10.4 5.1 3.3

pp → g + Gn 2 3 4

LHC 4 − 8.9 4.5 − 6.8 5.0 − 5.8

Table 1: 95% CL sensitivity to the fundamental scale MD in TeV for different values of δ, from
the emission process for various polarization configurations and different colliders as discussed in
the text.

√
s = 800 GeV and 1 ab−1 has been assumed for the LC and 100 fb−1 for the LHC. Note

that the LHC only probes MD within the stated range.

24 JH,MS

Figure 2: Distribution of the missing transverse energy in background events and signal events for
100 fb−1. The contribution of the three principal Standard Model background processes is shown
as well as the distribution of the signal for several values of δ and MD. From (22).

√
s (TeV) MH (TeV)

LC e+e− → f f̄ 0.5 4.1
e+e− → f f̄ 1.0 7.2
γγ → γγ 1.0 3.5

γγ → WW 1.0 13.0
eγ → eγ 1.0 8.0

LHC pp → #+#− 14.0 7.5
pp → γγ 14.0 7.1

Table 2: The estimated 95% CL search reach for MH from various processes at future accelerators.
3 tables from Hewett & Spiropulu, hep-ph/0205106
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Black holes at colliders (!)

If the fundamental scale M∗ is as low as a TeV, then LHC colli-
sions will have “trans-Planckian” energies! Offers the possibility
to probe quantum gravity directly.
Two colliding partons will come within their mutual higher-dimensional
Schwarzschild radius – can form a mini black hole!

Spectrum of black holes produced at LHC with decay to final
states tagged with e or γ:

2222Spring 2002Spring 2002 Greg Landsberg Greg Landsberg -- Black Holes at Future Colliders & BeyondBlack Holes at Future Colliders & Beyond

Black Hole FactoryBlack Hole Factory

Drell-Yan γ+X

[Dimopoulos, GL, PRL 87, 161602 (2001)]

Spectrum of BH produced at the LHC with subsequent decay into final states 
tagged with an electron or a photon

n=2
n=7

Black-Hole Factory

from Dimopoulos & Landsberg, hep-ph/0106295, via a talk by Landsberg
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Is ADD really a solution of the hierarchy problem?

Only “sort of”.

ADD solves the Higgs mass divergence problem.

∆m2 ∼ (g2/16π2)Λ2 is not fine-tuned if Λ ∼ TeV.

But, ADD trades a large energy hierarchy for a large size hierar-

chy: the ratio of 1/R to the fundamental scale M∗.

δ = 2: R ∼ 0.1 mm → 1/R ∼ meV = 10−15 TeV awful!

· · ·
δ = 6: R ∼ fm → 1/R ∼ 100 MeV = 10−4 TeV better; still looks tuned.

ADD is not a terrific solution to the hierarchy problem, but ex-

periment will decide.
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ADD puts only gravity in the extra dimensions.

What if the SM particles can also propagate in extra dimensions?

This is called Universal Extra Dimensions (UED)

We’ve probed SM particle interactions up to the 100’s of GeV

scale: extra dimension must be roughly 1/(100’s of GeV) size or

smaller.

Particle-in-a-box for all SM fields:

Get KK towers of SM particles!

UED is not an attempt to solve the hierarchy problem.

However, it gives some very interesting phenomenology and leads

the way to other approaches to the hierarchy.

It also provides an interesting “straw-man” model to compare to

SUSY.
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Universal extra dimensions: 5th dimension is a line segment.
Again get particle-in-a-box KK excitations: M(n) = n/R (5-dim)

Gauge boson KK modes: search for resonances, same as Z′

search: e.g., look in dileptons.
ZKK, WKK, gKK resonances at LHC energies if R ∼ 1/TeV.
Tevatron limits in the several-hundred-GeV range from ee, µµ

resonance search.

Indirect constraints from precision EW meas: 1/R & 6 TeV
Strong limits due to tree-level exchange of KK gauge bosons.
E.g., new contribution to muon decay with a W (1) instead of a
W exchange.

Fermion KK modes: letting fermions into the 5th dimension
complicates things.
A chiral 5-dim fermion corresponds to a left- and right-handed
4-dim fermion!
Need to get rid of the extra components of the zero-modes, so
SM fermions stay chiral.
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Fermions are dealt with by “orbifolding”:
Compactify the 5th dimension on a circle (of radius R): S1
Identify the top half of the circle with the bottom half: S1/Z2
[this is the orbifolding]
Fields odd under the Z2 orbifold do not have zero modes:
Set up the boundary conditions so that only desired chiral fermions
(and gauge/Higgs bosons) have zero modes.
Fermion KK modes are vectorlike (Dirac): e

(1)
L , e

(1)
R separate

5th dimension compactified on S1: 5th-dim momentum is con-
served!

∑
KK number must stay the same in any reaction.

After orbifolding, the 5th-dim momentum is no longer conserved.
There are two special points, the “boundaries” or fixed points of the orbifold.

Lagrangian can include interactions localized at the boundaries: lead to mass

splittings between KK modes.

Left over is a “KK parity” = (−1)n (n is KK number).

UED with KK parity: Electroweak precision constraints much
weaker. No tree-level exchange of level-1 KK excitations.
Limits on KK quark masses ∼ few hundred GeV from direct
searches. [It’s beginning to look a lot like SUSY....]
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UED phenomenology

KK mode masses get radiative corrections from loops of SM par-
ticles. Get splitting in spectrum:

from Cheng, Matchev, & Schmaltz,

hep-ph/0205314

This spectrum is for a common boundary mass [like m0 in CMSSM]

Coloured particles get largest radiative corrections: get shifted
upwards.
Lightest odd-parity particle (LKP) is stable: dark matter candi-
date; missing energy in decay chains.
LKP is naturally γ(1) for common boundary terms.

This is looking a lot like SUSY!
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Discovery reach at LHC is comparable to SUSY

from Cheng, Matchev, & Schmaltz, hep-ph/0205314

LHC sensitive up to 1/R ' 1.5 TeV with 300 fb−1.
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Because of KK parity, get cascade decay chains:

from Cheng, Matchev, & Schmaltz,

hep-ph/0205314

Spectrum tends to be more degenerate than SUSY, but collider
signals are similar. Jets, leptons, missing pT
Couplings related to corresponding SM couplings, just like SUSY.
KK-odd particles must be pair-produced.

Major difference is particle spins!
SUSY: partners have opposite spin.
UED: partners have same spin.
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Sure-fire way to tell you’ve got UED and not SUSY:

detect the 2nd KK level!

FIG. 1: One-loop corrected mass spectrum of the n = 1 and n = 2 KK levels in Minimal UED, for

R−1 = 500 GeV, ΛR = 20 and mh = 120 GeV. We show the KK modes of gauge bosons, Higgs

and Goldstone bosons and first generation fermions.

In Fig. 1 we show the mass spectrum of the n = 1 and n = 2 KK levels in Minimal UED,

for R−1 = 500 GeV, ΛR = 20 and SM Higgs boson mass mh = 120 GeV. We include the

full one-loop corrections from [26]. We have used RGE improved couplings to compute the

radiative corrections to the KK masses. It is well known that in UED the KK modes modify

the running of the coupling constants at higher scales. We extrapolate the gauge coupling

constants to the scale of the n = 1 and n = 2 KK modes, using the appropriate β functions

dictated by the particle spectrum [38, 58, 59]. As a result the spectrum shown in Fig. 1

differs slightly from the one in [26]. Most notably, the colored KK particles are somewhat

lighter, due to a reduced value of the strong coupling constant, and overall the KK spectrum

at each level is more degenerate.

B. Comparison of UED and Supersymmetry

We are now in a position to compare in general terms the phenomenology of UED and

supersymmetry at colliders. In Section I we outlined four identifying features of SUSY

models with WIMP LSPs. In complete analogy, the discussion of Section IIA leads to the

following generic features of UED:

7

n = 2 level: even under KK par-

ity. Can singly-produce them as

resonances.

from Datta, Kong, & Matchev,

hep-ph/0509246

Nevertheless, UED gives us a wonderful “straw-man” model to

compare to SUSY:

Want to measure spins of SUSY particles to tell they are not KK

excitations with some weird spectrum where we’ve missed the

2nd level!
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Measuring spin at an e+e− collider:
Use threshold dependence of cross section.
Consider pair production of slepton pairs; compare to pair pro-
duction of KK lepton pairs.

Scalar pairs: e+e− → ˜̀+ ˜̀− (sleptons): σ ∝ β3

Fermion pairs: e+e− → `+1 `−1 (KK leptons): σ ∝ β(3− β2)
where β = p/E =

√
1− 4m2/s is the velocity of the produced particle.

Can do a threshold scan:
Get the spin from β dependence of threshold.
Also get very precise mass measurement.
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Another way to measure spin:
Look at angular distribution of pair production.
Consider pair production of slepton pairs; compare to pair pro-
duction of KK lepton pairs.

Scalar pairs: e+e− → ˜̀+ ˜̀− (sleptons): dσ
d cos θ ∝ 1− cos2 θ

Fermion pairs: e+e− → `+1 `−1 (KK leptons): dσ
d cos θ ∝ 1+

(
E2−M2

E2+M2

)
cos2 θ

where throughout this paper ! is understood to mean electron or muon only. Since
sleptons are scalars, the angluar distribution for Drell-Yan slepton pair production

is (
dσ

d cos θ∗

)
SUSY

∝ 1 − cos2 θ∗ (2.2)

where θ∗ is the angle between the incoming quark in one of the protons and the pro-
duced slepton. Slepton pair production via gauge boson fusion [8] is not considered
here, but it would become important for sleptons with masses greater than about

300 − 400 GeV. For comparison we use a pure phase space distribution,(
dσ

d cos θ∗

)
PS

∝ constant . (2.3)

The phase space distribution does not correspond to any physical model, but does
provide a convenient benchmark against which to compare the SUSY distribution.

We also compare against the UED equiv-
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Figure 1: Production angular distribu-

tions, dp
d cos θ∗ , for scalar sleptons (SUSY),

spin-1
2KK leptons UED and pure phase

space (PS). The mass spectrum for the

UED distribution is that of SUSY point S5

(see section 3).

alent of eq. 2.1,

qq̄ → Z0/γ → !+
1 !−1 → γ1 !+γ1 !− . (2.4)

which has the characteristic distribution
for spin-1

2 KK leptons:

(
dσ

d cos θ∗

)
UED

∝ 1+

(
E2

"1
− M2

"1

E2
"1

+ M2
"1

)
cos2 θ∗ ,

(2.5)
where E"1 and M"1 are the energy and mass
respectively of the KK leptons in the center-

of-mass frame. The three different pro-
duction angular distributions are shown graph-

ically in fig. 1.
The different angular distributions pro-

vide a mechanism for determining the heavy

particle spin. Excited leptons (selptons or
KK-leptons) which are produced significantly above threshold will have decays which

are boosted in the lab frame. This means that a pair of leptons from slepton decays
(eq. 2.2) should be on average less widely separated in polar angle than the pair from

phase space (eq. 2.3) or KK-lepton pair production (eq. 2.5).
It has already been suggested [9, 10] that the final state lepton angular distri-

butions could be used at a future high-energy e+e− linear collider to distinguish

between UED and SUSY models. With a proton-proton collider such as the LHC,
it is not possible to measure the lepton angluar distributions in the parton-parton

center-of-mass frame – the initial z-momenta of the incoming partons are not known,

3

Theory plot: in terms of

CM angle cos θ∗

from Barr, hep-ph/0511115

Plot shows SUSY, UED, and pure “phase space”, dσ/d cos θ =
constant for comparison.
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It gets a little more tricky because SUSY/KK particles decay:˜̀+ ˜̀− → `+Ñ1`−Ñ1 or `+1 `−1 → `+γ1`−γ1
At ILC this is not a problem: can still reconstruct ˜̀+ ˜̀− directions.
3.2 Sleptons III-63

Figure 3.2.3: Angular distribution of
smuons (two entries per event) in the

reaction e−Re+
L → µ̃Rµ̃R → µ−χ̃0

1 µ+χ̃0
1.

The hatched histogram represents the
false solution.

A more direct method is to measure the angular distribution of the sleptons. Using
the masses of the particles involved the event kinematics allows the slepton directions
to be reconstructed up to a twofold ambiguity. The wrong solution turns out to be
flat in cos ϑ and can be subtracted. The smuon angular distribution for e−Re+

L → µ̃Rµ̃R

production is displayed in Fig. 3.2.3 and clearly exhibits the expected behaviour of a
scalar spin 0 particle. The association of "̃R and "̃L to their right-handed and left-
handed SM partners can be unambiguously done by studying the dependence of the
production cross section on the electron and/or positron beam polarisation.

Precise mass measurements allow the flavour dependence of the underlying super-
symmetry model to be checked at the level of one per mil for the first two slepton
generations and to a few per mil for the stau family. An important application is to
test general SUSY mass relations. The tree level prediction

m2
!̃L

− m2
ν̃!

= −M2
W cos 2 β (3.2.2)

offers a model independent determination of tan β from the slepton sector. Using
typical measurements as given in Table 3.2.1 one finds tanβ = 3.0±0.1. The sensitivity
degrades at larger tan β values to tan β # 10 ± 5.

In the case of large tan β ∼ 30 the slepton analyses of the first and second generation
remain essentially unaffected. Major differences occur in the stau sector where a large
mass splitting between τ̃R and τ̃L is expected. The physical eigenstates are mixed,
τ̃1 = τ̃L cos θτ̃ + τ̃R sin θτ̃ and τ̃2 = τ̃R cos θτ̃ − τ̃L sin θτ̃ , and are no longer degenerate
with the selectron and smuon masses. These properties allow tanβ to be accessed via
the relation

µ tanβ = Aτ − (m2
τ̃1 − m2

τ̃2) sin 2 θτ̃

2 mτ
, (3.2.3)

which follows from the diagonalisation of the τ̃ mass matrix. If the directly measurable
quantities mτ̃1 , mτ̃2 and θτ̃ can be determined to ∼ 1% and µ to ∼ 1% (from the
chargino sector), one can extract tanβ with an accuracy of O(10%), dominated by
large uncertainties on the value of Aτ .

It has been noted that the polarisation Pτ of tau’s in the decay τ̃1 → τχ̃0
1 is very

sensitive to tanβ if it is large or if χ̃0
1 has a large higgsino component [9]. The Pτ

measurement is based on the characteristic energy distributions of the decay products

from Tesla TDR, hep-ph/0106315

At LHC it’s more difficult: CM frame is boosted longitudinally.
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Figure 5: The points show the cos θ∗ll distribution for the S5 signal sample ("̃+"̃− →

χ̃0
1"

+ χ̃0
1"

−) after an integrated luminosity of 200 fb−1. The lines show the predictions for

angular distributions according to supersymmetry (solid black line, eq. 2.2), phase space

(dotted blue line, eq. 2.3), and universal extra dimensions (dashed red line, eq. 2.5). The

error bars on the data show the statistical uncerainty on: inner error bar: SUSY signal

only; intermediate error bar: inclusive SUSY with the SUSY background subtracted; outer

error: inclusive SUSY with both the SUSY and the SM backgrounds subtracted. The

narrow shaded band around the SUSY expectation shows how it is modified when the

sparticle masses are simultaneously changed for all sparticles by ±20 GeV, as described in

section 4.4. Systematic uncertainties in the SUSY and SM background subtraction are not

included here, but are discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3.

space one or the UED-like one. This means cos θ∗ll does indeed measure the spin of
the sleptons for this point.

In fig. 6 we present the statistical separation expected for our test points (S5

and the Snowmass points) as a function of integrated luminosity. The significance
indicated is shows the gaussian-equivalent significance of each of two tests:

1. A test comparing the SUSY angular distribution (eq. 2.2) to the phase space
one (eq. 2.3) – demonstrating that there is sensitivity to spin in the dynamics;

and separately,

2. A test comparing the SUSY angular distribution to the UED-like one (eq. 2.5)

10

Measure instead the lepton polar angle

in the `+`− CM frame.

Still has some sensitivity.

from Barr, hep-ph/0511115
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Another method for LHC: look at a decay chain.

Example:
q̃ → qÑ2 → q`± ˜̀∓ → q`+`−Ñ1 in SUSY
q1 → qZ1 → q`±`∓1 → q`+`−γ1 in UED

SUSY: q̃

χ̃0
2

"̃∓
L

χ̃0
1

UED: Q1

Z1

"∓1

γ1

q

"± (near)

"∓ (far)

FIG. 10: Twin diagrams in SUSY and UED. The upper (red) line corresponds to the cascade decay

q̃ → qχ̃0
2 → q"±"̃∓L → q"+"−χ̃0

1 in SUSY. The lower (blue) line corresponds to the cascade decay

Q1 → qZ1 → q"±"∓1 → q"+"−γ1 in UED. In either case the observable final state is the same:

q"+"− /ET .

analogous decay chain Q1 → qZ1 → q!±!∓1 → q!+!−γ1 in UED [11, 12]. Both of these

processes are illustrated in Fig. 10.

FIG. 11: Lepton-quark invariant mass distributions in (a) UED with R−1 = 500 GeV and (b)

supersymmetry with a matching sparticle spectrum. We show separately the distributions with

the near and far lepton, and their sum. The positive (negative) charge leptons are shown in red

(blue).

Next, one forms the lepton-quark invariant mass distributions M!q (see Fig. 11). The

spin of the intermediate particle (Z1 in UED or χ̃0
2 in SUSY) governs the shape of the

distributions for the near lepton. However, in practice we cannot distinguish the near and

far lepton, and one has to include the invariant mass combinations with both leptons. This

tends to wash out the spin correlations, but a residual effect remains, which is due to the

26

diagram from Battaglia, Datta, De Roeck, Kong, & Matchev, hep-ph/0507284

Form Mq` invariant mass dist’n with first (near) lepton
Shape depends on spin of intermediate particle:
Ñ2 in SUSY – spin 1/2; Z1 in UED – spin 1

Problem: hard to distinguish the first (near) lepton from the
second (far) lepton. Tends to wash out spin correlations.
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Solution: use a charge asymmetry between q`+ and q`−

Ñ2 typically mostly W̃0: couples to LH fermions / RH an-
tifermions.
Helicity conservation leads to different M`q shape for `+ vs. `−:
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass distributions of (a) lnearq and (b) lnearq̄, at the parton level.
The triangles are for a negatively charged near lepton, while the circles are for a
positively charged near lepton. For the test point the on-shell kinematic maximum
is 413.4 GeV. Note that these distributions cannot be measured directly by the
experiment.
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Fig. 4. (a) The parton distribution functions used in this Letter plotted at factor-
ization scale µ2

F = 1 TeV2 [7]. (b) 2-dimensional histogram of the values of x1 and
x2 sampled by the Monte Carlo in sparticle pair production at the mSUGRA point
investigated.
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for SUSY
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Fig. 5. Invariant mass distributions of (a) lfarq and (b) lfarq̄, at the parton level.
The circles indicate the distribution for the negatively charged far lepton, while the
triangles are for the positively charged far lepton. Note that these distributions,
like fig. 3, cannot be directly measured by the experiment. The explanation for the
charge asymmetry is given in the text.
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Fig. 6. (a) The l+q (squares) and l−q (triangles) invariant mass distributions, and
(b) the charge asymmetry A+− (eq. 11) at the parton level. These distributions
have folded-in the indistinguishability of the near and far leptons, and quark vs.
anti-quark jets.
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from Barr, hep-ph/0405052

Summing over q̃ + q̃∗ would wash this out again EXCEPT:
LHC is a pp collider: more q than q̄ in PDFs.
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Make a lepton charge asymmetry:

A+− =
s+ − s−

s+ + s−
, s± =

dσ

d(M`±q)

Charge asymmetry depends on M`q differently for SUSY, for

UED, and for pure “phase space” (flat distribution):

FIG. 12: Comparison of the charge asymmetry A+− defined in eq. (8) as computed in the case of

UED with R−1 = 500 GeV and the case of supersymmetry with a matching sparticle spectrum.

different number of quarks and antiquarks in the proton, which in turn leads to a difference

in the production cross-sections for squarks and anti-squarks [9]. The spin correlations are

encoded in the charge asymmetry [9]

A+− ≡
(

dN(q!+)

dMql

− dN(q!−)

dMql

)/ (
dN(q!+)

dMql

+
dN(q!−)

dMql

)
, (8)

where q stands for both a quark and an antiquark, and N(q!+) (N(q!−)) is the number of

entries with positively (negatively) charged lepton. Our comparison between A+− in the

case of UED and SUSY [11, 12] is shown in Fig. 12. We see that although there is some

minor difference in the shape of the asymmetry curves, overall the two cases appear to be

very difficult to discriminate unambiguously, especially since the regions near the two ends

of the plot, where the deviation is the largest, also happen to suffer from poorest statistics.

Notice that we have not included detector effects or backgrounds. Finally, and perhaps most

importantly, this analysis ignores the combinatorial background from the other jets in the

event, which could be misinterpreted as the starting point of the cascade depicted in Fig. 10.

Overall, Fig. 12 shows that although the asymmetry (8) does encode some spin correlations,

distinguishing between the specific cases of UED and SUSY appears challenging. These

results have been recently confirmed in [14], where in addition the authors considered a

study point with larger mass splittings, as expected in typical SUSY models. Under those

27

from Battaglia, Datta, De Roeck, Kong, & Matchev, hep-ph/0507284

This tests the spin of Ñ2 or Z(1).
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There are many other spin observables in other decay chains.

SUSY: g̃ → b̃1 → Ñ2 → ˜̀
1 → Ñ1. Final state is b̄b`+`−pmiss

T .

UED: g1 → bL1 → Z1 → `R1 → γ1. Final state is b̄b`+`−pmiss
T .

Choose UED spectrum to match SUSY spectrum!
Have only the spins to distinguish them!

Lepton charge asym. vs. Mb`

(softer b).

Azimuthal angle dist’n be-

tween the two b jets.
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from Alves, Éboli, & Plehn, hep-ph/0605067
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Summary:

We talked about:

ADD

Large extra dimensions, only gravity in the bulk.

Quantum gravity at the TeV scale: mini black holes at colliders!?

Universal extra dimensions (UED)

1/TeV size extra dimension.

All the SM particles in the bulk (“universal”) – signatures similar

to SUSY! [Because of KK parity.]

Challenge: determine spins of new particles to distinguish UED

from SUSY.
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